CLOUD
The fastest and most accurate unstructured data
solution on the planet. Find, score, and view all
your unstructured data in a single pane of glass.
Get rapid insights into your compliance profile
and establish trust in record time.

Purpose-Built for Accurate
Unstructured Data Discovery

Know Your True
Data Risk

Low Footprint,
Rapid Time to Value

ActiveNav Cloud is built specifically for
unstructured data and offers the highest
out-of-box value on the market. Tailor
discovery to your organization's precise
needs with the most customizable
rulesets out there, no matter how
much data you have.

To effectively improve your risk profile,
you need to know how risky your data
truly is. Our proprietary risk scoring
factors in every problem you could
potentially have and reflects the extent
to which each of them are present.

Why choose between footprint and
results? A true SaaS solution for
unstructured data, ActiveNav Cloud
deploys easily, delivers results in
minutes, and offers a low footprint
and total cost of ownership.

"ActiveNav is a vital tool to help us in our organization's journey of determining the age and the risk
scores of our accumulated unstructured data. Helping us be in compliance with record and
information regulations and sustain a leaner document, records and information repositories.”
Ruvilyn Gatchalian, CIP
Electronic Records Advisor, Black Gold School Division, Canada
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Single-pane-of-glass visualization

Secure Azure-hosted platform

Proprietary data risk scoring

Hybrid collector infrastructure
for cloud and on-prem

Low TCO

Customizable rulesets

Best-in-class usability
and review workflows

Connect to wide
range of repositories

Updates in real time

Seamless ecosystem
integration via API
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CLOUD
• 15 Years of Experience
• 6 Continents and 28 Countries
• 10+ Billion Files Indexed
• 20K+ hrs Customer Deployments
• 200+ Customers and Counting
• Supports email and chat data in Microsoft, Google, cloud
and on-prem fileshares & specialist repositories such as box
• Purpose-Built, True-Cloud Unstructured Data Discovery

Use Cases
Privacy Compliance

Breach Preparation

When organizations don’t sufficiently protect the rights of
individuals whose data they hold, affected individuals can
bring civil cases or the regulator can levy significant fines. This
is not just expensive for the organization: it also damages its
reputation.The solution? Achieve and maintain compliance so
this never happens to you. Discover all your noncompliant data
with ActiveNav Cloud and monitor compliance in real time.

In today’s digital landscape, it’s not a question of if you’ll get
breached, it’s when. If you’re anything like most organizations,
much of your data is probably poorly understood, leaving you
vulnerable to costly legal action, insurance payouts, and a
lengthy remediation process. It takes an average of 287 days
to identify and contain a breach after it happens. Avoid the
average. Identify and visualize your sensitive data for
minimization in advance of the inevitable incident.

“From the moment we begun our engagement with ActiveNav, they have been eager to learn our needs. I was
able to call upon them to further explain their risk management for our unstructured data stored in the cloud.
The level of assistance to ensure our success in the use of their robust and accessible dashboard to manage
and assess the risk score of all our sensitive unstructured data has been unmatched."
Ruvilyn Gatchalian, CIP
Electronic Records Advisor, Black Gold School Division, Canada

About Us
Founded in 2008, ActiveNav is a data privacy and governance software
provider and innovator that enables users to identify toxic data hotspots
and prioritize their minimization efforts. With ActiveNav, organizations can
discover, clean, classify, quarantine, and delete sensitive, redundant,
obsolete, and trivial data. Hundreds of leading companies and government
agencies trust ActiveNav to help them control sensitive data and support
compliance with privacy regulations such as the CPRA and GDPR.
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